
ANNEX 2 TO THE PUBLIC REPORT OF 30 JANUARY 2015

Factsheet continued The Scheme

The tables below show the progress which has been made with respect to each part of the compensation 
scheme under the Heads of Agreement (Dutch acronym: AoH) as at 26 January 2015. All customers applying 
for compensation under the Scheme by 31 October 2014 qualify for review of their claims for compensation 
for mis-selling of insurance. This number includes the number of customers who have received compensation 
for HWS products in addition to insurance mis-selling. Some customers may also be able to apply for 
compensation on grounds of excessive lending. When customers apply for compensation, a file is created 
containing details of all the products taken by the applicant and any co-signatories to the contracts relating to 
these products. The combination of products and signatories to the product contracts on file is used to assess 
entitlement to compensation.

The 36,397 compensation claim files relating to insurance mis-selling concern a total of 63,433 customers.

Compensation for mis-selling of insurance
All customers applying for compensation under the Scheme qualify for review of their claims for compensation 
for mis-selling of insurance and will be assessed for compensation relating to HWS products.

Phase 1 compensation for mis-selling of insurance Direct 
complaints and 

Stakeholder 
Organisations

Online
applications

Total

1. Total number of claim files 10,053 26,344 36,397
a. Claims disqualified under AoH 1 153 83 236

2. Assessment of claims:
a. Letters sent out offering compensation 8,473 23,076 31,549
b. Letters sent out not offering any compensation 1,416 3,088 4,504
c. Customers seeking ‘combined offers’2

documentation supporting claims for excessive 
lending compensation requested

3 52 55

d. Compensation letter still to be sent out 1 45 46
3. Response to compensation offer/rejection:

a. Offer accepted 8,217 22,043 30,260
b. Customers requesting combined offer following 

receipt of insurance mis-selling compensation 
offer

182 22 204

4. Claims settled and processed 8,209 21,978 30,187
a. Of which involving compensation payment 7,900 21,569 29,469

1) The claims from the following customer categories are automatically disqualified under the Heads of Agreement: customers having 
previously accepted a different arrangement in full and final settlement and customers in respect of whom there has been evidence of 
fraudulent activity in the past. Additionally, the claims of those customers whose debt has been restructured as provided for by Articles 
2.7.6-2.7.8 of the AoH are excluded.

2) A combined offer is an offer based on the assessment of both entitlement to compensation for insurance mis-selling and entitlement to 
compensation for excessive lending. The assessment of excessive-lending claims requires additional documentation. Letters have now 
been sent out to customers requesting this additional information - see also the section on excessive lending.



Excessive lending
Out of the 36,397 claim files resulting from insurance mis-selling compensation claims, the customers in 
21,363 cases have also filed claims for compensation in respect of excessive lending. Customers whose Phase 1 
compensation for mis-selling of insurance has already been processed will receive a letter stating the result of 
the review of their excessive-lending claim. Customers who have registered for a 'combined offer' of 
compensation for both insurance mis-selling and excessive lending will receive a letter containing a total 
assessment. The claims of these customers are being reviewed for both insurance mis-selling and excessive 
lending and are therefore included in both the statement of compensation for mis-selling of insurance and the 
statement for excessive lending presented below.

The assessment of insurance mis-selling compensation claims is made on the basis of claim files containing 
details of all products taken by the applicant and any co-signatories to the products concerned. In the case of 
excessive lending claims, customers are assessed on an individual basis or as a group, this element being 
treated as a subfile. It is therefore possible for a claim file to contain several subfiles.

The assessment of excessive-lending claims requires additional documentation. Customers will accordingly 
receive a 'documentation request letter' stating precisely what documents they need to submit. Customers 
who no longer have a loan from DSB Bank do not qualify for excessive-lending compensation. In such cases, 
customers will receive a rejection letter instead of a documentation request letter.

Claims for excessive lending compensation will only be processed if customers submit all the required 
documentation in good time. The difference between the number of claim files resulting from compensation 
claim applications and the number of offers/rejections sent out is due to the fact that customers have failed to 
submit the requested documents in time or have submitted incomplete documentation. In some cases, 
customers also drop their claims for excessive lending compensation after receiving the documentation 
request.

The 24,041 subfiles resulting from excessive lending compensation claims concern a total of 41,274 customers

Phase 2 compensation for excessive lending Direct 
complaints and 

Stakeholder 
Organisations

Online applications Total

1. Total number of claim files 6,308 15,055 21,363
2. Total number of subfiles relating to excessive 

lending compensation claims
7,038 17,003 24,041

3. Rejection letters sent - customer does not have 
an existing loan and therefore does not qualify 
for excessive lending compensation

724 2,285 3,009

4. Documentation request letters sent out 6,053 14,066 20,119
5. Responses to document request letters:

a. Incomplete or no response from customer1 1,504 5,944 7,448
b. Claim dropped 401 684 1,085
c. Complete documentation submitted on time 4,148 7,438 11,58

6 Letters sent out with details of excessive-
lending compensation assessment:
a. Claims rejected - no compensation 2,996 6,066 9,062
b. Compensation offered 1,149 1,352 2,501
c. Still to be processed 3 20 23

7. Responses - Offer accepted 1,088 1,315 2,403
8. Claims settled and processed 1,088 1,315 2,403
1 This concerns customers who have failed to respond at all and customers who have supplied some of the 
information required. Processing of claims for excessive-lending compensation is halted if a file is still 
incomplete after a period of 10 weeks and customers who have not already accepted an insurance mis-selling 
compensation offer will be sent an offer covering only mis-selling compensation instead.



ANNEX Legend

This legend explains the terms Customer, Claim File and Subfile. These are the terms used in the 
implementation of the compensation scheme. Reporting of the progress with settlement of compensation 
claims under the Heads of Agreement in the factsheet is on the basis of these defined terms.

Customer: a customer is a person to whom DSB Bank has provided services or extended credit.

For the purposes of the implementation of the compensation scheme, a distinction is made between 
customers in the 'Complaint and Stakeholder Organisations' group and customers in the 'Online applications' 
group. The 'Complaint and Stakeholder Organisations' group comprises customers who had already lodged a 
complaint with DSB Bank prior to 19 September 2011 and the customers with claims for compensation 
brought by the Stakeholder Organisations. The 'Online applications' group comprises customers who have 
applied for inclusion in the compensation scheme via the compensation scheme website 
(www.dsbcompensatie.nl) by 31 October 2014. A claim file is created for each compensation claim application, 
containing details of all the products taken by the applicant and any co-signatories to the contracts relating to 
these products. The combination of products and signatories to the product contracts on file is used to assess 
entitlement to compensation.

File: a claim file contains a combination of contracts and signatories to those contracts. It contains details of all 
the products of a particular customer applying for compensation under the scheme plus any co-signatories to 
the contracts concerned. In the case of insurance mis-selling compensation claims, customers are assessed on 
a claim file basis.

All customers applying for compensation under the Scheme qualify for review of their claims for compensation 
for mis-selling of insurance. Some customers may also be able to apply for compensation on grounds of 
excessive lending. In the case of excessive lending claims, customers are assessed on an individual basis or, 
where joint and several liability is concerned, as a group, this element being treated as a subfile. It is therefore 
possible for a claim file to contain several subfiles

Subfile: a subfile contains details of all the contracts signed by one particular customer or, in the case of joint 
and several liability, group of signatories. In the case of excessive-lending compensation claims, customers are 
assessed on a subfile basis.

Example:
Customer A has signed contract 1 and also taken out PPI. Customer B has signed contract 2, likewise in 
combination with PPI. Customers A and B have jointly signed contract C, again in combination with PPI. If 
customer A applies for inclusion in the compensation scheme, a claim file is created on the basis of which the 
PPI compensation claim will be assessed. This claim file contains details of all contracts and insurances signed 
by customer A and customer B both individually and jointly. If either customer A or customer B or both 
customer A and customer B also claim excessive-lending compensation, subfiles are created for each signatory 
or, in the case of joint and several liability, group of signatories. This results in a separate subfile for customer 
A and a separate subfile for customer B containing the contracts which they have signed individually. Finally, a 
subfile is created containing the contracts which customers A and B have signed jointly and are therefore both 
party to the contract.

Schematic representation: 

Customers Claim files

PPI compensation claim 
assessment

Subfiles

Excessive-lending claim 
assessment

Customer A: (applicant) Customer A Contract 1 + PPI Customer A Contract 1

Customer B Customer B: Contract 2 + PPI Customer B: Contract 2

Customer A+B: Contract 3 + PPI Customer A+B: Contract 3

www.dsbcompensatie.n
http://www.dsbcompensatie.nl/
http://www.dsbcompensatie.nl/



